LEED

An
An Engineer's
Engineer's Perspective
Perspective

What is it?
The Leadership
Leadership in
in Energy
Energy and
and Environmental
Environmental Design
Design (LEED)
(LEED)
is a building
building certification
certification system
system that
that assesses
assesses buildings
buildings by
by aa
points
points based
based award
award system.
system.
Points
Points are
are assigned
assigned to
to several
several sustainable
sustainable categories.
categories.
Award
Award given
given based
based on
on the
the the
the total
total points
points achieved.
achieved.
Certified
Certified
Silver
Silver
Gold
Gold
Platinum
Platinum

40-49
40-49
50-59
50-59
60-79
60-79
80
80 ++

Where did it come from?
from?
LEED
LEED is aa product
product of
of the
the US
US Green
Green Building
Building Council
Council (USGBC)
(USGBC)
• The
The USGBC
USGBC is
is aa private
private non-profit
non-profit body
body founded
founded in
in Mike
Mike
Italiano,
Italiano, David
David Gottfried
Gottfried and
and Rick
Rick Fedrizzi
Fedrizzi in
in 1993.
1993.
• The
The USGBC
USGBC is
is not
not aa government
government body
body or
or agency
agency of
of the
the US
US
government.
government.
• LEED
LEED first
first launched
launched as
as LEED
LEED v1.0
v1.0 in
in 1998
1998 as
as pilot
pilot
project.
project. Updated
Updated to
to Leed
Leed v2.0
v2.0 in
in 2000.
2000. Current
Current version
version is
is
LEED
LEED 2009.
2009.

• The
The most
most recognized
recognized brand
brand in
in green
green building
building certification.
certification.
• 8000+
8000+ projects
projects certified,
certified, 23,000+
23,000+ registered.
registered.
• Total
Total of
of 162,000
162,000 LEED
LEED Professional
Professional Credentials
Credentials awarded.
awarded.
• 3,000
3,000 LEED
LEED Credentials
Credentials per
per month
month issued
issued since
since April
April 2009
2009
• 108
108 Million
Million US
US in
in revenue
revenue in
in 2009,
2009, up
up from
from 79
79 Million
Million US
US in
in
2008
2008

excerpt
excerpt from
from USGBC
USGBC 2010
2010 Annual
Annual Report
Report

Energy
Energy Point
Point allocation
allocation under
under LEED
LEED NC
NC (New
(New
Construction
Construction and
and Major
Major Renovations)
Renovations) 2009
2009
Categories
Categories are
are
1.
1. Sustainable
Sustainable Sites
Sites
2.
2. Water
Water Efficiency
Efficiency
3.
3. Energy
Energy and
and Atmosphere
Atmosphere
4.
Materials
and
4. Materials and Resources
Resources
5.
Indoor
Environmental
5. Indoor Environmental Quality
Quality

-- 26
26 possible
possible points
points
-- 10
10 possible
possible points
points
-- 35
35 possible
possible points
points
-- 14
possible
points
14 possible points
-- 15
15 possible
possiblepoints
points

Total
Total of
of 100
100 base
base points
points

10
10 Bonus
Bonus Points
Points for
for Innovation
Innovation in
in Design
Design (6)
(6) and
and Regional
Regional Priority
Priority
(4)
(4)

Energy
Energy Point
Point allocation
allocation under
under LEED
LEED NC
NC (New
(New
Construction
Construction and
and Major
Major Renovations)
Renovations) 2009
2009
•• Any
Any project
project seeking
seeking Certified,
Certified, Silver,
Silver, Gold
Gold or
or Platinum
Platinum certification
certificationmust
must
demonstrate
a
10
percent
improvement
above
a
building
demonstrate a 10 percent improvement above a building designed
designed to
to comply
complywith
with
ASHRAE
ASHRAE 90.1-2007
90.1-2007 as
as aa prerequisite.
prerequisite.
•• The
The most
most effective
effective means
means of
of earning
earning this
this credit
cred it is
is through
through an
an application
ap p lication called
called the
the
“Whole
Building
Energy
Simulation
Model.”
“Whole Building En ergy Simulation Mod el. ”
•• The
The energy
energy model
model is
is aa computer
comp ute r software
software simulation
simulation that
that starts
starts with
w ith specified
specified
materials
and
systems
for
a
building,
calculates
the
energy
cost
for
materials and syste ms for a buildin g, calculates the energy cost for one
one year,
ye ar, and
and
creates
a
report
of
the
anticipated
energy
performance
of
the
building.
creates a re port of the anticipated energy p erformance of the bu ilding.
•• The
The ASHRAE
ASHRAE standard
stand ard and
and the
the LEED
LEED model
mod el compare
compare the
the annual
ann ual energy
ene rgy cost
cost of
of the
th e
proposed
p roposed building
b uilding vs.
vs. the
the baseline
baseline building
build ing that
that just
just meets
meets code.
cod e .
•• Points
P oints are
are awarded
awarded for
for predicted
predicted improved
improve d performance
performance over
over the
the ASHRAE
ASH RAE
90.1
baseline.
90.1 b aseline.

Point
Point Allocation
Allocation for
for Energy
Energ y Reduction
Reduction EA
EA Credit
Credit 11

The measured results of LEED
LEED certified
certified
buildings
•• Survey
Survey funded
funded by
by the
the USGBC
USGBC ,, presented
presented at
at GreenBuild
GreenBuild
2007,
2007, the
the USGBC's
USGBC's annual
annual gathering.
gathering.
•• Performed
Performed by
by The
The New
New Buildings
Buildings Institute
Institute

What did the survey look at?
at?
Measured
Measured performance
performance of
of the
the LEED
LEED buildings
buildings against
against their
their proposed
proposed
saving
saving percentages
percentages on
on which
which the
the LEED
LEED points
points were
were awarded.
awarded.
Compared
Compared the
the actual
actual consumption
consumption of
of the
the LEED
LEED buildings
buildingsto
to the
the
energy
energy usage
usage data
data from
from all
all national
national building
building stock
stock in
in the
the U.S.
U.S.
Data
Data compared
compared using
using the
the EUI,
EUI, energy
energy use
use intensity
intensity (in
(in kBtu/sf/yr)
kBtu/sf/yr)
U.S.
U.S. National
National EUI
EUI data
data comes
comes from
from the
the Commercial
Commercial Building
Building
Energy
Energy Consumption
Consumption Survey
Survey (CBECS),
(CBECS), aa national
national survey
survey of
ofbuilding
building
energy
energy characteristics
characteristics completed
completed every
every four
four years
years by
by the
the federal
federal
Energy
Information
Administration.
Energy Information Administration.

Measured
Measured performance
performance of
of the
the LEED
LEED buildings
buildings
vs
vs their
their proposed
proposed saving
saving percentages
percentages

Survey Results

Large
Large scatter
scatter of
of results.
results.
Some
Some building
building used
used more
more energy
energy than
than the
the code
code baseline!
baseline!

Actual
Actual consumption
consumption of
of the
the LEED
LEED buildings
buildings
compared
compared to
to all
all other
other buildings
buildings

NBI
NBI Survey
Survey Results
Results

Survey Results
LEED
LEED measured
measured buildings
buildings median
median EUI
EUI

== 69
69

CBECS
CBECS national
national average
average for
for all
all building
building stock
stock == 91
91
Energy
Energy Saving
Saving using
using LEED
LEED

== 24
24 percent
percent

Survey
Survey presented
presented conclusion
conclusion that
that the
the LEED
LEED certified
certified
buildings
buildings performed
performed 25%-30%
25%-30% better
better than
than non-LEED
non-LEED buildings.
buildings.

Analysis of Results
Henry
Henry Gifford,
Gifford, aa New
New York
York based
based energy
energy consultant
consultant challenged
challenged the
the results
results on
on
aa number
number of
of points
points
The
The survey
survey invited
invited all
all 552
552 building
building owners
owners that
that had
had been
been LEED
LEED certified
certified at
at
that
that point
point to
to submit
submit data
data on
on their
their building.
building.
•• 250
250 responses
responses received
received
•• Complete
Complete energy
energy data
data only
only obtained
obtained from
from 121
121 buildings,
buildings, just
just 22%
22% of
of the
the
total
no
of
LEED
certified
buildings.
total no of LEED certified buildings.
•• There
There is
is aa likelyhood
likelyhood that
that these
these 121
121 building
building owners
owners that
that were
were tracking
tracking
their
data
and
willing
to
subject
the
data
to
scrutiny
would
be
the
their data and willing to subject the data to scrutiny would be the among
among
the
the best
best performers
performers in
in the
the dataset.
dataset.

Analysis of the Results
The
The LEED
LEED buildings
buildings were
were all
all constructed
constructed after
after 2000,
2000, automatically
automatically benefitting
benefitting
from
from recent
recent advances
advances in
in energy
energy efficiency
efficiency of
of lighting,
lighting, hvac
hvac equipment
equipment etc.
etc.
•• The
The compared
compared EUI
EUI mean
mean for
for existing
existing buildings
buildings (91)
(91) included
included all
all buildings
buildings in
in
the
the database
database including
including those
those built
built before
before 1920.
1920.
•• So
So to
to make
make aa fair
fair comparison
comparison the
the LEED
LEED results
results should
should be
be compared
compared
to
to CBECS
CBECS data
data for
for post
post 2000
2000 constructed
constructed buildings.
buildings.
•• This
This CBECS
CBECS data
data showed
showed an
an EUI
EUI of
of 81
81 vs
vs 91
91 for
for all
all buildings
buildings in
in the
the
database.
database.
•• Using
Using this
this comparison,
comparison, the
the LEED
LEED buildings
buildings saved
saved 15%,
15%, not
not the
the 24%
24% claimed
claimed
originally
originally

Analysis of the Results
The
The LEED
LEED EUI
EUI of
of 69
69 presented
presented in
in the
the survey
survey was
was aa median
median value
value ie
ie the
the number
number
seperating
seperating the
the higher
higher half
half of
of aa group
group of
of measurements
measurements from
from the
the lower
lower half.
half.
•• The
The CBECS
CBECS data
data presented
presented of
of 91
91 was
was aa mean
mean or
or average
average value.
value.

•• Comparing
Comparing the
the median
median of
of one
one dataset
dataset to
to the
the mean
mean of
of another
another isis aa
meaningless
comparison.
meaningless comparison.
•• The
The mean
mean value
value of
of the
the LEED
LEED buildings,
buildings, not
not presented
presented at
at the
the time,
time, was
was
later
later released.
released.
•• The
The mean
mean EUI
EUI value
value of
of the
the 121
121 LEED
LEED buildings
buildings included
included in
in the
the study
study was
was
105.
105.

Analysis of the Results
The
The LEED
LEED buildings
buildings surveyed
surveyed had
had aa mean
mean EUI
EUI value
value of
of

105
105

The
The CBECS
CBECS buildings
buildings surveyed
surveyed had
had aa mean
mean EUI
EUI value
value of
of

91
91

The
The CBECS
CBECS buildings
buildings constructed
constructed after
after 2000
2000
had
a
mean
EUI
of
had a mean EUI of

81.6
81.6

The
The LEED
LEED buildings
buildings compared
compared with
with the
the entire
entire CBECS
CBECS dataset
dataset used
used 15%
15% more
more
energy.
energy.
The
The LEED
LEED buildings
buildings compared
compared with
with the
the post
post 2000
2000 constructed
constructed dataset
dataset used
used 29%
29%
more
energy.
more energy.

LEED and the
the Energy
Energy Problem
•• The
The buildings
buildings did
did not
not use
use more
more energy
energy because
because there
there were
were LEED
LEEDcertified.
certified.
•• LEED
LEED Certification
Certification award
award purely
purely on
on predicted
predicted performance
performance and
and not
not actual
actual
performance.
performance.
•• There
There was
was no
no requirement
requirement for
for LEED
LEED buildings
buildings prior
prior to
to 2009
2009 to
to measure
measure or
or
track
energy
data
to
determine
how
they
actually
performed.
track energy data to determine how they actually performed.
•• Operating
Operating aa building
building efficiently
efficiently as
as important
important to
to energy
energy use
use as
as the
the initial
initial
design.
design.
•• IfIf System
System AA is
is 20%
20% more
more efficient
efficient than
than System
System BB and
and System
System AA operates
operates at
at
12
hours
a
day
and
System
B
operates
at
10
hours
a
day,
no
difference
in
12 hours a day and System B operates at 10 hours a day, no difference in
energy
energy consumption.
consumption.

LEED and the Energy Problem
• The total points allocated under LEED 2009 for energy efficiency beyond
the ASHRAE 90.1 code is 19, leaving 81 points still on the table.
• Easier points to get under LEED than the Energy Efficiency Points, a
problem with the LEED process.

LEED improvements since study
study
•• The
The USGBC
USGBC has
has now
now started
started collecting
collecting data
data on
on LEED
LEED buildings
buildings with
with water
water
and
energy
data
to
be
provided
for
5
years
from
the
date
of
occupation.
and energy data to be provided for 5 years from the date of occupation.
•• Building
Building Performance
Performance Partnership
Partnership program
program established
established to
to attempt
attempt to
to collect
collect
energy
data
from
LEED
certified
buildings.
energy data from LEED certified buildings.
•• LEED
LEED Building
Building Operations
Operations and
and Maintenance
Maintenance introduced
introduced in
in 2009
2009
•• Improvement
Improvement in
in energy
energy and
and water
water performance
performance promised
promised in
in LEED
LEED 2012.
2012.
•• ASHRAE
ASHRAE 90.1
90.1 under
under continuous
continuous improvement,
improvement, so
so the
the baseline
baseline improving.
improving.
•• Next
Next survey
survey should
should show
show the
the LEED
LEED performance
performance improving
improving for
forLEED
LEED 2009
2009
certified
buildings
now
that
energy
is
being
monitored,
but
no
real
data
certified buildings now that energy is being monitored, but no real data yet.
yet.

Recommendations for the Caribbean
•• Start
Start aa regional
regional version
version of
of the
the CBECS
CBECS to
to gather
gather baseline
baseline data
data on
on actual
actual
energy
use
of
Caribbean
buildings.
energy use of Caribbean buildings.
•• Publish
Publish energy
energy data
data for
for all
all public
public buildings,
buildings, both
both leased
leased and
and owned.
owned.
•• Adopt
Adopt and
and implement
implement ASHRAE
ASHRAE 90.1
90.1 as
as aa minimum,
minimum, modified
modified if
if necessary.
necessary.
•• Energy
Energy efficiency
efficiency and
and water
water efficiency
efficiency generate
generate ROI
ROI that
that will
will drive
drive
sustainable
sustainable practice
practice in
in both
both new
new building
building construction
construction and
and existing
existing building
building
operation.
operation.

